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Coming to Wherever You Are: Virtual Summit Oct 20 - Nov 5
Hi Community,

Our 2020 Virtual Summit has been scheduled for late October and early November, and we are hard at work on its
creation. 

SIGN UP FOR NOTIFICATIONS about registration and updates.

The general theme of the summit is Interaction & Information, because peer interaction and technical information
have always been the most valuable benefits of attending our Global Summit. While we can’t meet in person this
year, we are going to make every effort to highlight these benefits virtually. 

It's new ground, but if this pandemic has taught us anything, it's adaptability ̶ coincidentally, that is the theme of
this year's keynotes, "Creating an Adaptive Organization." Speakers from adaptive organizations will share their
best practices, while thought leaders will tell us where they think we're headed together. Our executives will show
us what InterSystems has in store as we prepare for what's next.

We're also planning technical sessions, most of them running more than once to accommodate different time
zones, on best practices, new technology, and roadmaps for all our products. 

As we have in previous years, we'll offer attendees one-on-one virtual meetings (Ask the Experts) with
representatives from learning services, product development, support, and product management.

Finally, we'll have one live Experience Lab with virtual over-the-shoulder help and up to four on-demand labs.

SIGN UP NOW to receive alerts about the opening of registration and updates!
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